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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents an enhanced fault tolerant control strategy for a class of input/output asynchronous
sequential machines (ASMs) in which output feedback takes the form of bursts. We design a corrective
controller that counteracts any unauthorized state transition occurring to the ASM. As the controlled
machine is steered on a feedback path, uncertainty about the goal state is reduced by the information that
output bursts provide. Hence the use of output bursts in the correction procedure allows the controller
to conduct more refined fault recovery than the case of accessing unit output characters as feedback. We
present the existence condition and design procedure for a controller that achieves exact fault recovery,
and provide an illustrative example to demonstrate the procedure of controller synthesis.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As an event-driven feedback scheme, corrective control is used
to compensate for asynchronous sequential machines (ASMs).
Even though an ASM has undesirable transient characteristics, its
stable-state behavior can be adjusted by virtue of asynchrony so as
to show the desirable behavior. The performance of corrective con-
trol is prominent especially in diagnosing and tolerating various
faults occurring to ASMs. Theoretical development of this topic is
found in, e.g., Geng and Hammer (2005), Murphy, Geng, and Ham-
mer (2003), Xu and Hong (2013), Yang (2010), and experimental
verification in Yang and Kwak (2015).

We study fault tolerant control of input/output ASMs. As ad-
dressed by Geng and Hammer (2005), a critical subject of in-
put/output control of ASMs is how to deal with uncertainty about
the state, as access to the state is infeasible in input/output control.
In Geng and Hammer (2005) and Peng and Hammer (2012), output
feedback takes the form of bursts, or a quick succession of output
characters, and state observers are designed to derive the current
state. On the other hand, in the author’s previous work (Yang,
2015) a simple controller is presented that uses neither bursts
nor state observers, albeit needing stricter existence conditions for
controllers.
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Our objective is to propose an enhanced fault tolerant con-
trol scheme for input/output ASMs. While the proposed config-
uration employs bursts as output feedback, it does not require
state observers unlike the prior work. In this sense, the present
approach is similar to Yang (2015). However, the present study
has the following novel contributions. First, when unit characters
are available as output feedback, some harsh condition is needed
to determine the end of stable transitions (Yang, 2015). On the
other hand, since the burst gives more information on the current
stable transition, the controller is more likely to determine its end,
which is crucial to preserving fundamental mode operations. Next,
in this study the controller achieves exact fault recovery, namely,
the ASM can be controlled to return to the original state at which it
stayed at the moment of fault occurrence. We can reduce the state
uncertainty using bursts so that the closed-loop system converges
to the original state.

We first present fault detectability to diagnose the end of unau-
thorized transitions. Main consideration is given to addressing
exact feedback paths that are needed to define a trajectory along
which the ASM can return to the original state at which the fault
occurs. Uncertainty about the current state as well as the original
state will be refined throughout exact feedback paths. Using an
exact feedback path,wepresent the existence condition anddesign
procedure for a corrective controller realizing fault recovery and
validate them in an illustrative example.

2. Modeling

Fig. 1 shows the corrective control system for an input/output
ASMΣ = (A, Z, X, X0, f , h),whereA, Z ,X are the input, output, and
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Fig. 1. Corrective control system with output burst.

state sets, respectively, X0 ⊂ X are the initial states, f : X ×A → X
is the state transition function partially defined on X × A, and
h : X → Z is the output function. A is divided into A = An∪̇Ad
where An and Ad are the sets of normal and adversarial inputs,
respectively. C is the corrective controller andΣc is the closed-loop
system composed of C andΣ . Due to asynchrony,Σ responds only
to direct input changeswith very rapid transient transitions.When
Σ transfers from a stable state x to the next stable state x′ with an
input u, it traverses intermediate transient states instantaneously.
Hence a chain of transitions from a stable state to the next one can
be regarded as a single transition, termed a stable transition. The
latter property is characterized by the stable recursion function
s : X × A → X defined as s(x, u) := x′ where x′ is the next stable
state of (x, u). The domains of s are extended to X ×A+ in a natural
way, where A+ is set of all non-empty strings of characters of A.

A sequence of output characters is generated in a stable tran-
sition. Since repeating characters are indiscernible in dynamics of
ASMs, the output feedback takes the form of a burst b ∈ Z+ (Geng
& Hammer, 2005) in which any segment of repeating characters
is compressed to a single one. Denote by β(z) the burst of an
output sequence z ∈ Z+. For z = z1 · · · z|z|−1z|z|, let β−1(z) :=

β(z1 · · · z|z|−1). For notational convenience, let β(x, u) denote the
burst generated in the stable transition s(x, u) = x′.

Definition 1 (Murphy et al., 2003). For Σ with X := {x1, . . . , xn},
the matrix of stable transitions R(Σ) is an n× nmatrix whose (i, j)
entry is defined as

Ri,j(Σ) := {t ∈ A+

n |s(xi, t) = xj, 1 ⩽ |t| ⩽ n − 1}.

Ri,j(Σ) contains all input strings with whichΣ transfers from xi
to xj via a chain of stable transitions.

When an adversarial input w ∈ Ad happens, it overrides the
current input u ∈ An, causing Σ to undergo an unauthorized
transition. Unless recovered immediately, Σ would have incorrect
next behavior. For x ∈ X , let

W (x) := {w ∈ Ad|s(x, w)!, s(x, w) ̸= x}

be the set of adversarial inputs that can occur to Σ when it stays
at x (‘s(x, w)!’ means that s(x, w) is defined). Also, for X1 ⊂ X , let
W (X1) := ∪x∈X1W (x).

Referring to Fig. 1, C receives the external input v ∈ An and the
output feedback b ∈ Z+ to generate the control input u ∈ An. C is
modeled as an input/output ASM

C = (An × Z+, An, Ξ , ξ0, φ, η)

where Ξ is the state set, ξ0 ∈ Ξ is the initial state, φ : Ξ ×

An × Z+
→ Ξ is the recursion function, and η : Ξ → An is the

output function. The control objective is to achieve immediate fault
recovery against any unauthorized transitions caused by w. In the
prior work (Peng & Hammer, 2012; Yang, 2015), fault recovery is
evaluated in terms of the input/output behavior, namely, it is re-
garded as achieved ifΣc is controlled to reach any state generating
the original output. This specification is attributed to the constraint
that C does not have access to the state of Σ .

In this paper, we present a novel scheme that accomplishes
exact fault recovery by takingΣ towards the original state atwhich
the fault occurs. This is made possible by updating state uncertain-
ties based on the obtained bursts. Compared with a unit character,
a burst contains more information on the trajectory traversed by
Σ . For s(x, u) = x′, β(x, u) has all discernible output values of
intermediate transient states, while the unit output feedback only
displays the last value h(x′). A downside of using bursts is that
computational complexity increases since the controller must be
endowed with a buffer or memory to record the burst. The buffer
size is also proportional to the cardinality of the state set.

3. State uncertainty

To deal with inaccessibility of the state, we define state uncer-
tainty χ ⊂ X that contains all possible states where Σ may stay.
If f (x, u)! for every x ∈ χ , (χ, u) is called a valid pair. χ is updated
in the course of normal and unauthorized transitions. Assume first
thatΣ withχ takes a normal stable transition in response to a valid
u, generating burst b. Let

Tn(χ, u, b) := {x′
∈ X |∃x ∈ χ, s(x, u) = x′, β(x, u) = b}

be a mapping that provides the updated uncertainty with respect
to χ , u, and b in normal transitions. Once b is received, we trace b
back to the states fromwhichΣ may originate. For x′

∈ Tn(χ, u, b),
let

Qn(x′, u, b) := {x ∈ χ |s(x, u) = x′, β(x, u) = b}

be the set of such states. Qn(x′, u, b) ⊂ χ is a refinement of χ
with respect to x′, u, and b, that is, if the current state is x′, Σ
must have stayed at a state of Qn(x′, u, b) when u enters Σ . For
χ ′

⊆ Tn(χ, u, b), define Qn(χ ′, u, b) := ∪x′∈χ ′Qn(x′, u, b).
Next, consider an unauthorized transition by w, which is per-

ceived by observing that the output feedback changes while the
control input remains fixed. Suppose Σ staying at a (unknown)
state x ∈ χ undergoes an unauthorized transition such that the
burst changes to b. Let

Td(χ, b) :=

{x′
∈ X |∃x ∈ χ, ∃w ∈ W (x), s(x, w) = x′, β(x, w) = b}

be the uncertainty updated fromχ after anunauthorized transition
with b. Similarly, let

Qd(x′, b) := {x ∈ χ |∃w ∈ W (x), s(x, w) = x′, β(x, w) = b}

be the refined uncertainty of χ with respect to x′
∈ Td(χ, b)

after the unauthorized transition. Also, for χ ′
⊆ Td(χ, b), define

Qd(χ ′, b) := ∪x′∈χ ′Qd(x′, b).
To prohibit unpredictable outcomes caused by the absence of a

synchronizing clock, Σc must comply with the principle of funda-
mental mode operations (Kohavi & Jha, 2010). To this end, C must
always identify the end of a stable transition; otherwise, Σ could
have unintended transitions as the control inputmay changewhile
Σ is in transient transitions. The latter condition is called strong
detectability for normal transitions (Peng & Hammer, 2012) and
strong fault detectability for unauthorized transitions (Yang, 2015).

One can determine the end of a normal stable transition s(x, u)
if and only if the end of the output sequence is signified by a differ-
ence in the burst, which is written as β−1(x, u) ̸= β(x, u) (Geng &
Hammer, 2005). Under the existence of uncertainty χ , we cannot
predictwhich burstwill be generated. Thus the foregoing condition
should be valid for all the possible bursts. Let

Bn(χ, u) := {β(x, u)|x ∈ χ}

Bd(χ ) := {β(x, w)|x ∈ χ, w ∈ W (x)}

be the sets of all bursts that can be generated in the stable tran-
sition from χ with u and in the unauthorized transition from χ ,
respectively.
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